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Lessons learned for the Cotswolds
1.

Commitment

Funders such as HLF have to make hard decisions and turn
down other projects to support ours. Therefore they want to
see all the partners making a financial or resource
contribution. Policy and political support is essential but
without funding the project will fail.
Partners need to know what is expected of them from the
outset. The responsibilities of Partnership would benefit
from being spread more equally than at present.

2.

An agreed process for all
concerned

The Project has been built around the main funders (HLF)
bidding process. There has been an implied understanding
that if HLF agree, everyone else will.
There needs to be a more open and structured decision tree
that accommodates all the partners decision making
process. This should have agreed milestones where
partners confirm their commitment (financial and other) at
significant stages during the process.

3.

Local involvement builds
ownership

Local people will be proud of their waterway if its long term
future is assured. This may be easier to achieve if local
suppliers and products are used and local people employed.
As the projects are also about local regeneration ideally as
much of the funding as practicable should be spent in the
local area. However there are often issues of local capacity;
particularly with respect to traditional heritage and rural
skills.
Local engagement – training, education, interpretation –
needs to be built in at the outset but it is resource hungry;
taking considerable staff time and adding complexity.

4.

People and Relationships are
important at all levels

If we can win the ownership of key individuals they will find
ways (around the problems and procedures) to make the
project happen. Pike Bridge is an excellent example where
non senior but influential GCC officers made it happen with
the nagging and support of the volunteers.
High level support is essential but not enough on its own.
The littlewigs also need to be engaged and committed as
they can lengthen timescales and ultimately frustrate
projects without a “can do” approach.

5.

Contacts

Networking is essential. It is who you know as much as
what you can deliver. We put together well justified and
argued applications but don't always have key opinion
formers behind us. The Cotswolds opposition has very
effective informal networks which date back to their school,
university, regiment etc. influencing local people who work
on the national stage.

6.

The power of the voluntary

Just because people are unpaid it does not mean they are

sector

unprofessional. Volunteers can often achieve what a
(public) organisation cannot. However the same standards
need to be applied to the outputs from contractors,
employees and volunteers; particularly in terms of health
and safety.
Is there an opportunity for WRG to develop “specialist teams
professional or specific (e.g. heritage) skills?

7.

Identifying the true cost

The initial stages of the project have to use relatively rough
estimates to gain support and interest. However these
estimates become fixed in everyone's mind. There needs to
be a better system for investing more resources earlier to
build up confidence in costings.

8.

Whole life cost

It is too easy to forget the on-going costs when devising
solutions to problems. The whole life cost of the solution
needs to be taken into account; it is no good saving money
now if the waterway will become too expensive to keep
open in 10 years' time.

9.

Running costs

Running costs must be considered and identified at the
outset if the waterway is not to need restoring again in 30
years. The obvious source – taking advantage of rising land
values alongside a restored waterway – is also well known
to those land owners. However there is considerable risk in
investing early.
How can the waterway (or public sector) capture third party
value and reinvest it? There are precedents for revenue
funding from the service fees and dowries paid by adjacent
residential properties but planning authorities are still
reluctant to see such payments as “relevant” in planning
terms.

10.

Dealing with Risk (1)

11.

Dealing with risk (2)

12.

Not just navigation

At the outset we have to take an optimistic “we can make it
work” view which needs to be balanced by a realistic
assessment of risk. Government now advises us to add
significant percentages for “risk” but funders cannot yet
cope with a level of “contingency” exceeding 20%.
It is almost inevitable in these circumstances that the project
will over promise and under deliver (once the true costs are
known).
There is considerable risk in delivering restoration
programmes such as this. The more the project team put
risk onto professional advisors and construction firms, the
greater the cost will be. Is there a way for the partnership to
underwrite risk that would give better value all round?
All funders are looking for something else whether it is
community capacity building, economic regeneration or
access to the heritage. Projects have to engage all of the
“three circles”; community engagement, conservation and
commercial realism.
The waterway voluntary sector understandably still focuses
on navigation (their raison d’etre) often at the expense of the
heritage, etc.
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